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Impact of Body on the Tail Surface

Flow6eld at High Incidences

A! R! Davari'( M! Hadi Dulabi)( M! R! Soltani,( F! Askari<

An experimental study was performed to investigate the e5ects of the
body angle of attack on the tail surface pressure distribution for a half body9
tail combination in subsonic :ow; The results show= in small de:ection angle
regions= the tail de:ection has the same e5ect on the surface pressure as the
body angle of attack; However= at moderate to high de:ections= the :ow?led
caused by the tail de:ection angle is completely di5erent from that of the body
angle of attack= which is an indication of the nose and body vortex shedding
e5ects on the tail at a high angle of attack regime;

NOMENCLATURE

c Tail chord at root section

b Tail semi span

x#c Dimensionless Chordwise distance
measured from the tail leading edge

y#b Dimensionless spanwise distance
measured from the body surface

% Body Angle of attack with respect to
the oncoming :ow

& Tail de:ection angle with respect to
the body

cp Pressure coe<cient

CN Tail normal force coe<cient

INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic of aircraft at high angles of attack is
a subject being pursued diligently because the modern
agile >ghter aircraft and many of the current generation
of projectiles must be able to continue their :ight when
operating in the vicinity and beyond stall angles of
attack@ Much of the past and present research and
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development eBorts in aerodynamics are devoted to
investigations of the numerous :ow phenomenaC which
are accentuated as the angle of attack of complex
con>gurations reaches the stall level and beyond@

In an aircraft or projectileC the interference probF
lem among the components is of great importance@ For
the tailFcontrol :ying vehiclesC the increasing need toF
wards :ying at high angles of attack without losing the
vehicle controllability requires employing more eBective
tails@ For bodyFtail con>gurationsC it is desirable to
obtain a certain amount of lift with an acceptable ratio
of the tail de:ection angle to the body angle of attackC
&#%@

Many theoretical works were performed to study
the role of the lee side vortices on the aerodynamic
behavior of the bodies of revolution in the low speed
subsonic :ow at high angles of attack IJFKL@ Grosche
INL has shown that the lee side vortices on the body are
strongly aBected by both the wing downwash and the
wing sweep angle@

The in:uence of highFangleFofFattack aerodyF
namic phenomena on aircraft and projectile static and
dynamic stability characteristics is the topic of several
recent AGARD lecture series IPCQL@ Of particular
interest are the studies dealing with asymmetric body
vortical :ows and vortex breakdown@ Each of these
phenomena can aBect the dynamic behavior of a proF
jectile as it executes a highFangleFofFattack maneuver@

In the case of either an aircraft having a long
slender forebody or a high >neness ratio projectileC the
forebody vortices can become asymmetric as the angle
of attack is increased@ The asymmetric disposition of
the vortices gives rise to a signi>cant side force and
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yawing moment resulting from the ?ow asymmetry#
The problem can become more complicated if the
asymmetric vortex wake interacts with the aft lifting
surfaces such as wings or tail that ampliDes the lateral
forces and moments#

Hunt EFG summarized the asymmetric vortex
wakes and their associated forces and moments# He
clearly determined what is known and what remains
to be understood regarding the asymmetric vortex
wakes# His studies revealed that the asymmetric vortex
wake is extremely sensitive to freeIstream turbulence*
geometric asymmetries* nose geometry* and Reynolds
number# It appears that the maximum asymmetric
load occurs when the boundary layer ?ow is either
completely laminar or completely turbulent# Based on
the experimental studies* Lamont EMG found that if the
boundary layer is transitional* one can usually expect
to Dnd the lowest vortexIinduced side forces#

Another aerodynamic problem that occurs at
high angles of attack is the phenomenon known as
vortex breakdown# As the angle of attack increases*
the body or wing leadingIedge vortices undergo a
dramatic change# The axial velocity within the vortex
diminishes* the vortex diameter increases* and the cirI
cumferential velocity decreases ENG# This sudden change
in the vortex structure is called vortex breakdown or
vortex burst#

One of the main applications of the existing
knowledge on high alpha aerodynamics is in the engiI

PaQ

PbQ
Figure &' Model of the half body+tail con/guration3 4a5
Tail surface pressure tabs 4b5 The model installed in the
test section:

neering codes that are capable of predicting the aerodyI
namic forces and moments in a minimum time# Abney
ERSG has examined the wellIknown Missile Datcom engiI
neering code for a high angle of attack range* and has
shown that the wingIbody and wingItail interference
factors are successfully estimated for standard body*
Dn* and bodyIDn conDgurations up to high angles of
attack#

The attempts made so far were mainly concenI
trated on determining the wingI bodyItail interference
eTects by either calculating the aerodynamic forces or
?ow visualization techniques# This is essentially helpful
in developing some relations to take care of these eTects
when calculating the aerodynamic forces and moments
of a body operating at the angles of attack well beyond
stall#

In this paper* a comprehensive experimental
study is conducted to obtain a physical insight into
the impact of the body on the tail surface ?owDled#
The eTect of body angle of attack on the tail surface
pressure distribution has been studied and compared
with that of the tail de?ection angle#

MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL
APPARATUS

The experiments were performed in an MS by MS cm
subsonic wind tunnel at a constant velocity of NS mVsec#
The model was a semi bodyItail conDguration# !W small
pressure tabs were carefully drilled on both the upper

Figure (' Schematic of the pressure tabs positioning on
the upper surface:

Figure )' Typical measurement uncertainties on the tail
upper surface:
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and the lower surfaces of the tail< The tail sweep angle
was about :> degrees? and the experiments consisted of
measuring the tail surface pressure distribution using
sensitive pressure transducers for several combinations
of the body angle of attack and the tail deCection
angle< Figure D shows the pressure tabs on the tail and
the model installed inside the test section< Geometric
arrangement of the pressure tabs is shown in Figure
:< A vertical GspanwiseH spacing of about DI mm?
and a horizontal GchordwiseH spacing of about ; mm
were considered for the pressure tabs on the tail upper
surface< However? the chordwise clearance of the 6rst

and the last pressure tabs near the leading edge and
the trailing edge are diKerent from the other tabs<

Two types of diKerential pressure sensors were
used in the present experimentsL DMNPC>ID and
DMNPC>DD< One having a measuring range of  I psi
was used for the front portion of the tail? and the other
with a range of  D psi was used for the rear portion
where the pressure gradient deceases<

An analytical approach SDDT was used to estimate
the errors involved in the pressure measurements< Both
the single sample precision and the bias uncertainty
in the pressure measurement were estimated< On this

GaH  U > 
GbH  U I GcH  U D> 

GdH  U D: GeH  U DI 
GfH  U D; 

GgH  U :> GhH  U :I 
GiH  U N> 

Figure &' Tail pressure contours at various de/ection angles 1 2 345
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basis* the overall uncertainty for the presented data was
found to be less than  ?@# Figure @ shows a typical
measurement uncertainty#

DISCUSSION
Figure C shows the development of the vortexElike Fow
on the tail as the tail deFection angle increases while
the body angle of attack is Gxed at zero# Note that the
vortical Fow pattern Grst appears near  J K * spreads

over the surface towards the trailing edge* and starts
to burst at about  J LM # At this deFection angle* the
vortical Fow has been destroyed at the tail outboard
region* while the inboard region is still dominated by
the vortex# From  J LM to  J @N the burst region
gradually covers the whole tail surface#

The chordwise pressure distribution at two spanE
wise sectionsP y"b J N$@ and y"b J N$M at zero angle
of attack of the body for diQerent tail deFection angles
are shown in Figure K# Both Figures KSaT and KSbT

SaT y"b J N$@ SbT y"b J N$M
Figure &' E!ects of tail de,ection on the spanwise pressure distribution 4 5 678

SaT % J K SbT % J LN ScT % J LK 

SdT % J  N SeT % J  K SfT % J @N 

Figure (' Tail pressure contours at various body angles of attack 4! 5 678
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show that the vortical =ow is increased in strength and
size up to about  @ AB beyond whichC the breakdown
process starts and the amount of suction on the upper
surface decreasesE The relatively =at region on the
chordwise pressure distribution for  ! :F indicates
that nearly GFH of the wing is covered by the burst
vortexE Note that the vortex at the outboard region for
 @ :F is completely burst while the inboard portion
is still dominated by this vortexE

The impact of the body on the tail =ow pattern
is shown in Figure GC where the vortex development
for zero tail de=ection is shown as the body angle of
attack increasesE From Figures G and KC it is evident
that the pressure distribution over the tail varies only
with the angle of attackC and is independent of the
=ow structure over the body for small to moderate
body or tail angles up to about AF E Within the small
to moderate de=ection angle rangeC this means that
the surface pressure distribution over the tail remains
unaMectedC if either the body is set to "  AF at zero
tail de=ection or the tail is de=ected up to AF at zero
body angle of attackE This implies that within the
small to moderate angle rangeC no remarkable viscous

eMect is observed in the =ow behaviorC and the =ow6led
over the body does not aMect the tail surface pressure
distributionE In this situationC the body angle of attack
at zero tail de=ection and the tail de=ection at zero
body angle of attack both have an equivalent eMect on
the aerodynamic forces and moments developed on the
tailE

For higher anglesC the tail de=ection angle and the
body angle of attack are shown to have a diMerent eMect
on the tail =ow 6led even though the net tail incidence
referenced to the free stream remains constantE

This is clearly seen in Figure KC where the pressure
distribution at two spanwise sections y$b @ F&O and FEK
are shownE At low to moderate anglesC both Figures
KQaR and KQcR show that changing the body angle of
attack is more eScient than the tail de=ection angle in
the sense that the suction peak is higher for the case
where the body angle of attack changes at zero tail
de=ectionE At AB degrees de=ection angleC where the
vortex starts to breakdownC according to Figures T and
BC this behavior is diMerentE Near the leading edgeC
the suction peak associated with the tail de=ection is
higher than that due to the body angle of attack while

QaR y$b @ F&OC low to moderate angles QbR y$b @ F&OC moderate to high angles

QaR y$b @ F&KC low to moderate angles QbR y$b @ F&KC moderate to high angles
Figure &' Comparison of the body angle of attack and the tail de4ection e5ects on the tail spanwise pressure distribution8
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for the rest of the section* the body angle of attack
again appeares to be more e@ective#

For the high angle region of this Agure* i!e!*
Figures BCbD and BCdD* as stated earlier* the e@ects of
both the body and the tail deEection angles are shown
to di@er from each other signiAcantly# For a G! degree
angle* the inboard sectional pressure possesses a lower
suction peak for the body angle of attack than that
for the tail deEection# Returning to Figures H and I*
for the tail deEection case* a relatively strong vortex is
still observed at the inboard section at # K G! * while
this region for the body angle of attack case shown in
Figure I* nearly disappears# This is due to the nose and

body vortices at high angles of attack* which are shed
into the downstream region a@ecting the tail Eow Aled#
For high deEection angles* once the whole surface is
dominated by the burst Eow* the more favorable e@ect
of the body angle of attack in comparison to that of
the tail deEection is observed again# It seems that
the shed vortices from the nose and the body have a
di@erent e@ect on the tail EowAeld at moderated angles
where the tail vortex starts to burst* and at high angles
where the burst Eow covers the entire tail surface#
Note from both Figures BCbD and BCdD at high angles
that increasing the body angle of attack at zero tail
incidence also decreases the adverse pressure gradient*

CaD # K ! 

CbD # K P CcD # K Q! 

CdD # K QP CeD # K G! CfD # K GP 

CgD # K  ! 

Figure &' E!ects of tail de,ection on the pressure contours 2 3 4 56
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<a=  > ? 

<b=  > A <c=  > ;? 

<d=  > ;A <e=  > B? <f=  > BA 

<g=  > :? 

Figure &' E!ects of tail de,ection on the pressure contours 2 3 45 67

inhibiting the Cow separation induced by the vortex
burstF

Figures G and H show the tail surface pressure 6eld
for the two diIerent body angles of attack of A and
;AK respectively as the tail deCection angle increasesF
Comparing these two 6gures with Figure M at zero
angle of attackK the eIect of the combination of the
body and the tail inclination angles on the tail eIective
angle is revealed with respect to the free streamF At
A degrees body angle of attack and zero tail incidence
<Figure G<a==K the Cow6eld is nearly the same as that
observed in Figure M<b= at zero body angle of attack
and a APdegree tail incidenceK as could be expectedF
This correspondence can be observed at higher anglesK

say ! > A K  > A in Figure G<b= with ! > ?K  > ;? 

in Figure M<c= or ! > A K  > ;? in Figure G<c= with
! > ?K  > ;A in Figure M<e=F At A degrees body angle
of attack in Figure GK and for similar tail geometric
anglesK it seems that the low pressure region of the
tail is more stretched on the surfaceK compared to the
zero body angle of attack case seen in Figure MF This
diIerence is more pronounced at higher body angles
of attack shown in Figure HF The surface pressure at
! > ;A K  > ? in Figure H<a= is not similar to that
of ! > ?K  > ;A in Figure M<e=K even though the tail
net angle of attack for both cases is ;A degreesF The
same is true for the other angles shown in Figures H<b=
and M<g=K H<c= and M<h=K H<d= and M<i=F The common
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di8erence is the shape and the distribution of the low
pressure or suction region on the tail at di8erent body
angles of attack and equal tail e8ective angles# This is
due to the body and nose vortices e8ects on the tail
Cow especially at moderate to high angles of attack#

Figure EF shows the di8erent combinations of the
body angle of attack and the tail incidence such that
the net tail incidence with respect to the free stream
is GH degrees# Here the pressure contours for the lower
surface are shown# As stated earlier* since the net tail
angle is the same for the cases shown* one might expect
that the pressure contours are the same# However*
the cases in Figures EFJaK thorough EFJfK are not the
same and this di8erence is obviously in the width
of the suction region# As the body angle of attack
increases* the width of this low pressure zone is also
increased* even though the tail deCection balances the
net inclination angle of the tail* setting it to GH degrees
constant for all cases# Similar behavior is seen in Fig#
EE for a net tail deCection of GEH degrees# Again* the
contours are for the lower surface pressure#

As the absolute values of the body and tail inG
clination angles increase* the vortex breakdown point*
Mrst observed in Figure EEJbK* moves spanwise towards
the tail root* exposing more area on the tail to the bust
Cow# This shows that the absolute values of the body
and the tail angle of attack* in the regions of vortex

formation and break down* are more important than
their combinational e8ect on the tail deCection angle
with respect to the oncoming Cow#

Figures E! and E show the chordwise pressure
distribution for the cases observed in the Figures EF
and EE# For the net tail deCection of GH degrees on
the lower surface* as the absolute values of both the
body and tail angles increase* the vortical Cow region
on the tail Cattens* extending between x!c N F# O
and x!c N F#OP# This can e8ectively displace the tail
center of pressure* and play an important role in the
stability attitude of the vehicle though it seems that
the resultant normal force is not changed signiMcantly
at the tail incidence of GH degrees# The CowMeld at a tail
incidence of GH degrees is shown in Figure E!# As seen in
Figure Q* the vortex burst on the tail starts at about EH
degrees incidence# Thus* at this tail inclination angle*
the pressure distribution on the tail remains more or
less unchanged as the absolute values of the body and
the tail deCections increase up to EH degrees angle of
attack of the body# At this angle of attack* the suction
peak is decreased* indicating that the noseRbody vortex
shedding has promoted the vortex burst onset and the
consequent Cow separation on the tail surface#

Figure EQ shows the combinational e8ects of the
tail deCection and the body angle of attack# Similar
patterns are observed for $ N F* % N H and $ N H *

JaK $ N F & % N  H 
JbK $ N H & % N  EF JcK $ N EF & % N  EH 

JdK $ N EH & % N  !F JeK $ N !F & % N  !H JfK $ N !H & % N   F 
Figure &'( Tail pressure contours for combinations of body angle of attack and tail de4ections for a net inclination of  5 6
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;a<  = > ! " =  ?@ 

;b<  = @ ! " =  B> 
;c<  = ?> ! " =  B@ 

;d<  = ?@ ! " =  :> 

Figure &&' Tail pressure contours for combinations of body angle of attack and tail de4ections for a net inclination of  56 7

Figure &(' Spanwise tail pressure distribution for combi:
nations of body angle of attack and tail de4ections for a net
inclination of  6 ;y!b < =#>?7

" = > C HoweverE at higher body angles of attackE
the Gow patterns slightly diHerC At high angles of
attackE another vortex is seen downstream of the tail
vortexE giving rise to the net pressure force on the tailC
This eHect can be better observed from the chordwise
pressure distribution shown in Figure ?@C This 6gure
veri6es that increasing the body angle of attack is more
eHective than increasing the tail deGection angle for

Figure &)' Spanwise tail pressure distribution for combi:
nations of body angle of attack and tail de4ections for a net
inclination of  56 ;y!b < =#>?7

equal net tail inclinationE i$e$ the combinations L =
@ ! " = > LE L = ?@ ! " = @ L and L = :> ! " = @ L
develop a higher suction peak than those of L =
> ! " = @ LE L = @ ! " = ?@ L and L = @ M" = :> L
respectivelyC This clearly indicates the favorable eHect
of nose and body vortices on the Gow6eld over the tailE
especially at moderate to high inclination anglesC

In Figure ?NE the variation of the tail normal
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force with the inclination angle for two cases> zero tail
de@ection* varying body angle of attack and zero angle
of attack* varying tail de@ection is shown# As seen
from previous Dgures* at low to moderate de@ection
angles up to EF degrees* where the vortex burst onset
reaches the tail surface* the normal force developed by
the body angle of attack is more than that of the tail
de@ection# Once the tail vortex started to breakdown
on the surface* the body angle of attack* ampliDes the
adverse eIects of the @ow separation and the lift due

to body angle of attack decreases# For high angles of
attack* the nose and forebody vortex shedding give rise
to the normal force developed on the tail due to the
body angle of attack#

CONCLUSION
A half bodyJtail combination has been tested in a
subsonic wind tunnel to investigate the eIects of
forebody vortex shedding on the tail surface pressure

KaL  M N ! " M F 

KbL  M F ! " M N 
KcL  M F ! " M EF 

KdL  M EF ! " M F 
KeL  M F ! " M  N 

KfL  M  N ! " M F 

Figure &'( The combinational e,ects of the body angle of attack and the tail de3ection angle4

KaL Net tail inclinationM F KbL Net tail inclinationM EN KcL Net tail inclinationM PF 

Figure &)( The combinational e,ects of the body angle of attack and the tail de3ection angle on the spanwise pressure
distribution4
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Figure &'( E!ects of body angle of attack and tail
de1ection angle on the normal force of the tail5

pattern< The results show that the body angle of
attack? while the relative angle between the body and
the tail is zero? is equivalent to the tail deCection for
zero body angle of attack? up to tail stall angle< Beyond
stall? the vortices shed from the nose and the body
seem to be more eDective on the tail Cow pattern< For
the combinations of the body angle of attack and the
tail deCection angles? while the net tail inclination with
respect to the oncoming Cow remains constant? the tail
normal force due to the body angle of attack has shown
to be more than that developed by the tail deCection<
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